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Abstract: The South China Sea (SCS) is the largest and southernmost sea in China. Water vapor
from the SCS is the primary source of precipitation over coastal areas during the summer monsoon
season and may cause the uneven distribution of rainfall in southern China. Deep insight into the
spatial variability of raindrop size distribution (DSD) is essential for understanding precipitation
microphysics, since DSD contains abundant information about rainfall microphysics processes.
However, compared to the studies of DSDs over mainland China, very little is known about DSDs
over Chinese ocean areas, especially over the South China Sea (SCS). This study investigated the
statistical characteristics of the DSD in summer monsoon seasons using the second-generation Particle
Size and Velocity (Parsivel2) installed on the scientific research vessel that measured the size and
velocity of raindrops over the SCS. In this study, the characteristics of precipitation over the SCS for
daytime and nighttime rains were analyzed for different precipitation systems and upon different
rain rates. It was found that: (1) rain events were more frequent during the late evening to early
morning; (2) more than 78.2% of the raindrops’ diameters were less than 2 mm, and the average
value of mass-weighted mean diameter Dm (1.46 mm) of the SCS is similar to that over land in the
southern China; (3) the stratiform precipitation features a relatively high concentration of medium
to large-sized rain drops compared to other regions; (4) the DSD in the SCS agreed with a three-
parameter gamma distribution for the small raindrop diameter. Furthermore, a possible factor for
significant DSD variability in the ocean compared with the coast and large islands is also discussed.

Keywords: South China Sea; raindrop size distribution; summer monsoon season

1. Introduction

Precipitation plays a critical role in the hydrological cycle and the Earth’s climate
system. Raindrop size distribution (DSD) is helpful in understanding the characteristics
of microphysical processes, such as coalescence and breakup processes [1]. The accurate
detection of the DSD is important for many fields [2]. The DSD describes precipitation
microphysics characteristics at raindrop scale and provides detailed information that is
relevant to large-scale precipitation processes [3]. It is also useful for optimizing the short
term weather forecasting through developing microphysical parameterization schemes
in numerical weather prediction models and can also be used to improve quantitative
precipitation estimation (QPE) [4].

Recently, the DSDs in various regions have received an increasing amount of attention.
Many studies on DSD characteristics suggest that the DSDs is highly variable [5–7]. The
characteristics of precipitation are affected by different climate systems and terrain [8,9],
resulting in unique DSD characteristics in different regions [10,11].

Previous observation campaigns to investigate DSD characteristics have been con-
ducted over a variety of regions in China. Tang et al. [10] analyzed the DSD characteristics
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during the warm season from 2008 to 2010 in northern China and from July to August 2010
in southern China. Their study indicated the significant regional DSD variation in different
climatic regions and precipitation types which was responsible for the differences in DSD
characteristics. For example, Yangjiang found the highest total number concentration of
raindrops in convective precipitation, and Zhangbei showed a greater medium volume
diameter (D0) of raindrops than Yangjiang in convective precipitation [10]. Zhang et al. [11]
also revealed that the number density of small-sized drops in southern China was higher
than that in eastern China and northern China. Moreover, Chen et al. [12] carried out rain-
drop size distribution measurements in Meiyu seasons over eastern China and determined
that the DSD characteristics in eastern China are distinct from other regions. However,
compared to the studies of DSDs over mainland China, very little is known about DSDs in
the SCS, which is located in the southeast of the Asian land.

Studies on the different climatic (near-equator to temperate) and terrain (high-plains to
oceanic regions) DSD features of different rainfall type over the globe were also investigated.
Chen et al. [13] illustrated the significant diurnal DSD variation for convective precipitation
on the Tibetan Plateau (Naqu, China, at 4500 m). Zwiebel et al. [14] suggested that the
different topographics of the region has an influence on the rainfall structure and DSD
parameters. Tenório et al. [15] also found that maritime rainfall is significantly higher than
continental rainfall for a one-minute mean rain rate. The concentrations of small drops
(≤2 mm) were reduced in maritime rain compared to continental rain. Apart from the
continental and maritime precipitation, previous studies also show that rainfall events
have two clearly distinguishable types. Bringi et al. [16] classify convective and stratiform
rainfall based on the rain rate and standard deviation of the rain rate. Their study suggested
that the characteristics of raindrop concentration and diameter are different for different
rain types and climatic regimes. A study by Sharma et al. [17] indicates that the larger
sized drops existed in stratiform rainfall for a rain rate below 10 mm/h. On the contrary,
convective rainfall shows a higher concentration of larger sized drops when the rain rate is
greater than 10 mm/h. In addition to the convective and stratiform precipitation, rainfall
was further divided into transition. Deo et al. [18] found that the tropical cyclone and
non-tropical cyclone significantly differ with rainfall type. The stratiform and transition
have broader gamma parameter distribution than the convective.

From the above literatures, it can be seen that the spatial-temporal variation was
found not only in different locations but also in different precipitation regimes. Moreover,
improving the accuracy of weather radar quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE) is
a significant application of DSD. The radar reflectivity factor-rain rate (Z-R) power law
relationship has a strong connection with the DSD variability is closely related to DSD
characteristics [12,19]. Thus, it is necessary to improve the accuracy of radar QPE by
investigating different properties of the DSDs and calculating the accurate coefficients and
exponents of the power-law relationship in various rainfall types and climate regimes.

There are three well-known surface disdrometers widely used in the continuous
measurement of the particle diameter and fall velocity. The first instrument is Particle
Size Velocity (hereafter Parsivel), which is a laser-optical disdrometer. Loffler-Mang and
Joss [20] introduced the specifications and measurement principles of the Prasivel in 2000.
Parsivel produces a horizontal sheet of light (30 mm wide, 1 mm high, and 160 mm
long) to detect the diameter and fall velocity of single raindrop through the sensor. The
second is the Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer (JWD) [21,22] based on the impact techniques.
This instrument has an obvious disadvantage as much effort is needed to evaluate the
measurements, so it is commonly used as a reference instrument for rain investigations.
The last disdrometer is the Two-Dimensional Video Disdrometer (2DVD) based on two
high-speed line scan cameras to measure the size and velocity of raindrops. It can measure
a single raindrop with the vertical and horizontal resolutions for a particle higher than
0.19 mm [23]. After intercomparisons of different disdrometers, several studies propose
that the Parsivel disdrometer is susceptible to underestimating the concentration of small
drops (diameter of less than 1 mm) compared to the 2DVD [24–26].
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The SCS is one of the most intense sea areas on Earth in terms of ocean atmosphere
land interactions. It is the key region of summer monsoon activities as well as the key
passage for water vapor to East Asia. The summer monsoon over the SCS has an impact
on the weather climate changes in China or even the world. Furthermore, the SCS summer
monsoon onset is considered as a precursor to East Asian summer monsoons [27], which
has a significant impact on the evolution of Asian monsoon variability [28]. The SCS and
the surrounding areas are significantly influenced by monsoon. In recent years, attempts
have been made to obtain precipitation data over remote oceans [29] for validating the
satellite products and DSD parameters of a dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR) on
board the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Core Observatory [30]. However, there
is little knowledge about DSD in the SCS. Zeng et al. [31] analyzed oceanic rain events
in the SCS with the onboard Particle Size Velocity (Parsivel) disdrometer and concluded
that the pre-monsoon rainfall was influenced by the warm-rain process, whereas the
monsoon rainfall was influenced by the cold-rain process. However, their study did not
investigate the µ-Λ relationship which could facilitate the retrieval of rain parameters from
remote measurements [1,32]. Previous studies have proposed that three gamma parameters
(Λ, µ and N0) are dependent on the precipitation microphysical process. µ represents a
distribution shape parameter, which reflects the shape of the fitted curve, while the Λ
(mm−1) is a slope parameter [33,34]. The smaller value of Λ represents the more stable
raindrop spectrum and the high drop concentration of large particles [35]. Through the
observations from the video disdrometer, Zhang et al. [32] proposed that µ is strongly
dependent on Λ. Ulbrich et al. [9] used raindrop size spectra measured by a disdrometer
on the surface of tropical continental storms to determine the associated parameters of the
best-fit gamma distributions. They found that each rain type has a reasonably distinctive
set of median volume drop sizes (D0) that defines different shape and slope relationships.
Correspondingly, in this study, besides the statistical characteristic of the SCS precipitation,
the Λ-µ relationship was also calculated to reduce the bias and standard errors in the
retrieved rain parameters [36]. Knowledge about DSD characteristics over the SCS will
improve the accuracy of satellite remote sensing precipitation products [37,38].

The objective of this study was to analyze the characteristics of the DSD over the
SCS with a dataset collected in the SCS in July 2019, aiming to further understand critical
physical processes for the occurrence, maintenance, and variability of monsoons over
southern China in summer monsoon precipitation. This study is presented as follows:
Section 2 describes the study area, dataset, and analysis methods. Section 3 presents the
analysis of the DSD characteristics over the SCS. A summary and discussion are provided
in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Parsivel2 Disdrometer and Dataset

The rain DSD data analyzed in this study were continuously collected through a
second-generation OTT (OTT-2) Particle Size Velocity (Parsivel2 [39]) disdrometer over
the SCS in June 2019. The Parsivel2 disdrometer was deployed on the scientific research
vessel named Shenkuo, which conducted crucial scientific research in the SCS, including
obtaining the observation dataset of atmospheric circulation and ocean structure change,
and developing the shipboard meteorology. In the study, the study area is the monsoon
season area from the west to east of the Dongsha islands (shown in the upper right corner
of Figure 1), and Shenkuo started at Huizhou dock and passed through 63 observation
stations. Each station is a mooring point, and the Shenkuo arrives at a fixed mooring
point to carry out observation tasks. After completing all observation tasks, Shenkuo
returned from Guangzhou dock. The task of this voyage was to carry out the ‘Integrated
Atmosphere Ocean Observation Experiment in northern South China Sea’, which is a
comprehensive observation experiment, including the weather and climate, atmospheric
environment, ocean dynamic, ocean chemistry, marine ecology, marine geology and other
multidisciplinary organic intersections. The vessel route is shown as the green line in
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Figure 1, which was around 1800 nautical miles in total, and the blue solid points represent
the route stations throughout the experiment.
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The OTT-2 installed onboard was a laser optical disdrometer constructed by OTT
Hydromel, Germany. The OTT-2 disdrometer simultaneously measures and observes the
fall velocity and size of rain drops per unit of time (1 min) through an optical sensor. All
raw output data of sizes and fall speeds are expressed as a 32 × 32 matrix, and every
particle is given a class on the basis of the assigned value that corresponds to the center of
the size and velocity classes. The size and fall velocity ranges are from 0.2 to 25 mm and
from 0.2 to 20 mm/s, respectively. It is noted that the first two classes (0.62 and 0.187 mm)
were not considered due to their low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) [39]. More detailed
information about drop size and falling velocity are given in Yuter et al. [40].

The optical disdrometers are capable of providing reliable observations in a moving
vessel even with high wind speeds, frequently varying wind directions, etc., but they are
also prone to biases and uncertainties [41]. To minimize these measurement errors, the
observed DSD data were strictly quality-controlled (QC). Effective DSD samples were
selected based on the criteria proposed by Tokay and Bashor et al. [42]. The QC steps were
as follows: (1) the data are acceptable when the rain rate is more than 0.1 mm/h or the total
raindrop number is greater than 10; (2) if the raindrop diameter is greater than 8 mm, it
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is regarded as an invalid datum, as the natural raindrops are typically sized between 0.1
and 6 mm in equivalent-volume sphere diameter (equivolume). After the QC methods
above, there were 6 rainy days that consisted of a total 183 min of DSD samples from 7 to
27 June 2019.

It is worth noting that the valid data of this study are limited in number as the
disdrometer experienced unexpected system shutdowns due to the unstable power on the
vessel. Additionally, the disdrometer sometimes failed to store and output the observation
data due to disconnections between the distrometer and the data acquisition system.

The data records from Shenkuo only cover 21 days, but the long-term oceanic pre-
cipitation data acquisition must be collected onboard since long-term disdrometer-based
oceanic precipitation data campaign deployments is necessary for the surface validation of
satellite, re-analysis and model data [36].

2.2. Analysis Methods

The method of calculating the DSD parameters from an OTT Parsivel2 disdrometer is
defined by Zhang et al. [32]. It tends to place emphasis on medium-sized rain drops and
thus avoid any difficulties associated with the undercounting of small and large drops. The
second, fourth and six moments of the distribution were used to analyze the DSD data. To
obtain the number concentration of raindrops per unit volume per unit size interval, the
following equation was used:

N(Di) = ∑32
j=1

nij

A·∆tVj·∆D′i
(1)

Here N(Di) indicates the number concentration of raindrops in the range diameter
from Di to ∆D′i per unit volume per unit size interval; nij is the number of raindrops within
the size bin i and velocity j; A (m2) and ∆t are the disdrometer sampling area and time,
respectively. In this study, A is 0.054 m2 and ∆t is 60 s. Di is the raindrop diameter for the
size bin i; ∆D′i is the corresponding diameter interval (mm); Vj∆ is the fall speed for the
velocity bin j. In this study, we dismissed the fall speed collected by the OTT Parsivel2

disdrometer due to the measurement error [39,43]. Instead, the falling speed was defined
as follows [44]:

V(Di) = 9.65− 10.3 exp(0.6Di) (2)

Once the N(Di) is calculated, the rain rate (R), radar reflectivity factor (Z) and liquid
water content (W) can be computed with the following equations [11,16]:

R =
6π

104 ∑32
i=1∑32

j=1VjN(Di)D3
i ∆Di (3)

Z = ∑32
i=1N(Di)D6

I ∆Di (4)

W =
π

6000∑32
i=1N(Di)D3

i ∆Di (5)

The raindrop diameter is commonly expressed by the mass-weighted mean diameter
(Dm(mm)). It is equal to the ratio of the 3rd to the 4th moment of the DSD, and can be
computed with Equation (6) as follows:

Dm =
M4

M3
(6)

where Mn expresses the nth order moment of the DSD. The Mn can be calculated as follows:

Mn =
∫ ∞

0
DnN(D)dD = ∑32

i=1N(Di)Dn
i ∆Di (7)
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Nw
(
mm−1m−3) is the normalized intercept parameter (defined by Bing et al. [16],

which is the same as the gamma parameter N0 of an equivalent exponential DSD.
Both Nw and gamma parameter N0 mean the raindrop concentration, however, Nw is

calculated with Equation (8), and parameter µ has no influence on Nw. Therefore, the Nw
scales N(Di), make it possible to compare DSDs with a widely varying rain rate. Nw can
be derived from Dm and W:

Nw =
44

πρw

(
103W

D4
m

)
(8)

where ρw (1.0 g cm−1) represents the density of liquid water.
According to the well-established results demonstrated of Ulbrich et al. [33], the DSD

spectrum can be well described by a three-parameter gamma function, which is expressed
by the Equation (9). Here, three parameters (N0, µ and Λ) were calculated by the sec-
ond, fourth and sixth moments, respectively, of using disdrometer data via the moment
method (MM) in Equation (7), which was recommended for practical use [45]. Specifi-
cally, N0(m−3 mm−1−µ) represents the intercept parameter, while µ expresses the shape
parameter (dimensionless), and Λ denotes the slope parameter in a unit of mm−1 [33].

N(D) = N0Dµ exp(−ΛD) (9)

3. Results
3.1. Diurnal Featuresof Rain DSD

To discern the features of DSD and rainfall variability between daytime and nighttime
rains, we calculated the maximum rainfall rate and max Dm of each rainfall period (as
shown in Table 1). Over the one-month observation period in the Shenkuo, DSD data in a
total number of six rainy days over the SCS were collected by the disdrometer. After ap-
plying the aforementioned quality control, 183 minutes of raindrop spectra were obtained.
Then, the data were divided into two periods, which belonged to either the daytime type
(BJT 06:00 to 18:00) or nighttime type (BJT 18:00 to 06:00) according to the definitions of
daytime and nighttime by Yang et al. [46] based on the local mean sunrise and sunset time
in summer. It was found that the number of 1 min DSD spectra is 74 and 109, respectively,
during the nighttime and daytime.

Table 1. Time periods used in this study, the Rmax and mean Dm of each time period.

Time (BJT) No. of Samples Rmax (mm/h) Max Dm (mm)

20190611 30 2.20 3.31
20190614 45 7.49 5.14
20190618 30 3.37 1.57
20190619 74 4.75 2.73
20190620 15 0.50 1.30
20190622 9 4.49 2.33

Figure 2 shows the daily rainfall. The rainy time, total number of samples, max
rain rate and max Dm are listed in Table 1. After analyzing the navigation information
of the Shenkuo, we found that the precipitation mainly occurred on the open ocean far
away from the coastline or large island. Therefore, the precipitation can be deemed ocean
precipitation. As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, the maximum rain rate and largest amount
of daily rainfall were observed on 14 June (36 mm/day) and 19 June (37 mm/day). Rainfall
events were measured at intervals of three or four days, and the amount of rainfall was
below 40 mm/day. This suggests the relatively high frequency of occurrence of rainy
days. A similar result has been reported in the southern Indian Ocean from September to
October [35].
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Figure 2. Daily rainfall amount over SCS.

As shown in Figure 3, most rain events occur in the early morning and late evening,
while there is rare rainfall in the mid to late afternoon. Similar results can be found
in the studies by Yang et al. [47] and Gray et al. [48]. Yang et al. [47] investigated the
diurnal variability of global rainfall with TRMM precipitation products and found a rainfall
maximum from late evening to early morning over the ocean. Gray et al. [48] also found
that the convective and maximum rainfall usually occurs in the morning, whereas the
minimum rain rate occurs in the afternoon to evening. A previous study by Gray et al. [48]
also assumed that the diurnal variability of rainfall over the ocean may be affected by the
difference of radiation heating between the convective rain region and the surrounding
cloudless region, and the dynamic results of convection are adjusted. The minimum rain
rate occurred in the afternoon due to absorbing shortwave radiation on convective clouds,
weakening the vertical movement of vapor.
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In order to better reveal the evolution of the diurnal of raindrop size distribution, the
time record of the mass-weighted mean diameter (Dm) and normalized intercept parameter
(log10 Nw) obtained from the data is illustrated in Figure 4 (totally 183 samples). In Figure 4,
the vertical gray dotted line divides the nighttime and daytime periods. During the
summer monsoon season, more than 78.2% of the raindrops’ diameters were less than
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2 mm, resulting in a high concentration of small rain drops. As shown in Figure 4a,
the Dm of each 1 min DSD sample varied from 0.31 to 7.5 mm, and the average mass-
weight diameter (black line) exceeded those of Taiwan (0.88 to 2.12 mm) and Palau (0.79
to 2.06 mm) located in the western Pacific Ocean in the range of approximately 0.5 to
2.5 mm [49]. As shown in Figure 4b, the rainfall rate was below 8 mm/h, the maximum
1 min rainfall rate (blue line) was up to 7.5 mm/h (only lasted 1 min), and the highest
value of the number concentration of the raindrop was approximately 3.8 m−3 mm−1

during the observed period. Overall, the DSD resembles the tropical oceanic DSDs, that
is, with a high concentration of small drops. This result indicates that the high number
concentration of small drops with very few large drops is the basic characteristic of DSD
over the northern SCS.
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The Dm in the daytime was 1.43 mm and at nighttime was 1.42 mm. Moreover,
the rainfall in the SCS was composed of small raindrops generally smaller than 2 mm.
Specifically, the mean Dm in the daytime varied from 0.9 to 2 mm and the mean Dm at
nighttime was in the range of 0.8–1.8 mm. In general, the variation between the daytime
and nighttime of Dm was not obvious. A similar result was also found by Marzuki et al. [35],
that the diurnal variation of convective activities is not significant over the oceans and
is pronounced over the continents, large islands, and their adjacent seas. The diurnal
variation of DSD is less obvious in the northern SCS. Similar results also appear in the
southern Indian Ocean, as reported by Marzuki et al. [35]. This was potentially affected by
the variation of convective activities, as they found that the diurnal variation of convective
activities has no significance over the oceans and is pronounced over the continents, large
islands, and their adjacent seas [50].

3.2. DSDs in Stratiform and Light Precipitation

To investigate the DSD characteristic of different rainfall types, precipitation was
divided into three rainfall types: convective, stratiform and light precipitation. The classi-
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fication scheme based on the variability of rain rate R and standard deviation with time
was used to classify the stratiform and convective rain proposed by Bringi et al. [16]. A
sample’s rain rate (R) at the instant time (ti) is defined as R(ti) which is used to identify
the precipitation type. If the values of R(ti) in a time series from ti − N to ti + N vary
between 0.5 and 5 mm/h, and their standard deviation is smaller than 1.5 mm/h, it is
regarded as stratiform precipitation. Due to the limited rainfall observations, long time
series were not considered in this study, and N (min) was set as 1, which indicates a
one-min DSD sample. In addition, Wang et al. [51] found that the largest contributor to
the total surface precipitation was light precipitation (0.066–0.5 mm/h), which accounted
for 29.7% of the occurrences over the Southern Ocean. A similar rain rate classification
threshold was also adopted in the Western Pacific in which the first rain rate class started
at 0.1 mm/h [49]. Therefore, the sample of rain rate in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 mm/h is
deemed light precipitation. This indicates that convective rain is rarely measured during
the observation period. Therefore, we did not further investigate the convective rainfall
characteristics of DSD in this study.

Figure 5 presents the relative frequency distribution histograms of Dm and log10 Nw
with three commonly used indexes (mean, standard deviation (SD) and skewness (SK))
retrieved from the whole data, stratiform and light precipitation, respectively. For the
whole dataset (Figure 5a), the mean value of Dm and log10 Nw was 1.46 mm and 3.08,
respectively. The value of Dm is similar to that in coastal in southern China, whereas the
mean value of log10 Nw is lower than that in coastal southern China (3.88) and eastern
China (3.55) [11,12]. It may be affected by the rare convective rainfall. For stratiform
precipitation, the averaged value of log10 Nw (3.17) was smaller than that in southern China
(3.86), indicating a lower concentration of small raindrops over the northern SCS. For light
precipitation, the Dm (1.5 mm) and log10 Nw (3.08) also showed close values in the whole
data. Furthermore, the standard deviations of Dm and log10 Nw histograms were 0.67 mm
and 0.37 for the whole data, which are larger than those over eastern China and southern
China, indicating that there is a high variability in Dm and log10 Nw for the dataset. The
log10 Nw histogram presented a negative skewedness (−0.81), and on the contrary, the
value of Dm exhibited a positive skewedness (1.68 mm). A similar result also can be found
in the stratiform and light precipitation. In order to understand the difference in DSDs
characteristics over the open oceanic and large island precipitation, these three indexes
were also used for comparison in the southern Indian Ocean [35], Palau and Taiwan [49].
The mean values of Dm in stratiform (2.07 mm) and light precipitation (1.5 mm) were
significantly higher than those in the southern Indian Ocean (1.13 mm), Palau (1.01 mm)
and Taiwan (1.12 mm).

Figure 6 describes the distribution of intercept parameter log10 Nw versus the Dm
derived from the SCS and various climatic regimes. It is noteworthy that the values of
log10 Nw and Dm in Figure 6 are from stratiform rainfall, since most of them belong to
stratiform and light precipitation. Overall, all SCS samples are located within the range of
Dm = 0.57–5.14 mm and log10 Nw = 1.84–3.81. The stratiform of the SCS is apparent, and
the samples of the SCS are close to the continental convective precipitation (gray dotted
rectangle) proposed by Bringi et al. [16], which is characterized by Dm = 2–2.75 mm and
log10 Nw = 3–3.5. For the drop concentration, the SCS has a lower average log10 Nw value
than other regions, which is also significantly lower than the Marshall–Palmer model
(log10 Nw = 3.9). The average values of log10 Nw and Dm over the SCS are significantly
smaller than log10 Nw but larger than Dm in comparison with those measured in Palau
(western north Pacific) [49] and the southern Indian Ocean (3.58) [35].
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3.3. Composite Raindrop Spectra

As mentioned earlier, the rainfall DSD has a lower large-sized raindrop concentration
for stratiform. Figure 7a presents the mean raindrop spectra of the two different precip-
itation types; the composite raindrop spectra were derived from the second, fourth and
sixth moments of the observed distribution using the method of moment (MM) that was
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recommended for practical DSD analysis [45]. Figure 7b shows the frequency distribution
of diameters based on the stratiform and light rain. Additionally, the diameter range is very
small (<0.7 mm), small (0.7–1.4 mm), medium (1.4–2.4 mm) and large (>2.4 mm), which
is indicated by vertical solid lines. These raindrop diameter thresholds were adopted by
Hopper et al. [52]. In Figure 7a, the gap between the stratiform and light precipitation
gradually becomes wider until the raindrop diameter is close to 2.4 mm. This indicates that
rare large particles exist in the stratiform and light rainfall. At the small to medium drop
diameter, the average drop concentration of light precipitation is higher than stratiform,
and the concentration of medium to large-sized raindrops (>1.4 mm) is pronouncedly lower
than stratiform. As can be found in Figure 7b, Dm = 1.4 (2.1 mm) has the highest number
concentration of light (stratiform) precipitation. This result suggests that the medium-
sized drops are prevalent in the stratiform precipitation during the monsoon season. This
is potentially affected by the dominant cold rain process during the summer monsoon
period [31]. The warm and cold rain process changes in terms of updraft, evaporation,
particle formation and growth, thereby influencing the variations of DSD [52,53].
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3.4. Shape–Slope (µ-Λ) Relationship

Apart from the statistical characteristic of rainfall results, an empirical µ-Λ relationship
of three-parameter gamma DSD was also computed. The µ-Λ relationship can be widely
used in retrieving and reducing the bias in rain parameters from estimated radar quality
and remote measurements. Previous studies have also shown that the µ-Λ relations vary
according to the geographic location, climate, and rain type [32]. An empirical polynomial
(Λ = 0.0365µ2 + 0.735µ+ 1.935) of summer DSD samples observed in Florida was proposed
by Zhang et al. [32]. Considering the variability of the µ-Λ relationship across different
locations and regimes, we also compared the empirical polynomial in northern China [10]
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(Λ = 0.0097µ2 + 0.7226µ+ 1.7415) and eastern China [12] (Λ = 0.0141µ2 + 0.550µ+ 1.776).
Both relationships were based on the disdrometer observations of DSD data with total
numbers larger than 1000 and a rain rate higher than 5 mm/h. In order to minimize
the error in this study, the µ-Λ relationships were only calculated when the number of
raindrops was over 1000. According to Ulbrich et al. [33] the µ-Λ relationship can also
be represented by the relationship of ΛDm = 4 + µ. In Figure 8, the gray line denotes the
relationship of ΛDm = 4 + µ given the values of Dm = 1.0 and Dm = 3.0. In this study, the
truncated moment method was used to fit the µ-Λ relationship. As shown in Figure 8, the
fitting points in the SCS mostly fall within the range of Dm = 1–3 mm, which suggests that
the DSDs of stratiform and light rainfall in the SCS have lower Dm. This statement also
indicates that the µ-Λ relationship varies with different locations.
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4. Discussion

Previous studies have revealed that the variations in raindrop size characteristics are
not stable; rather they are dependent on environmental factors, such as climatic region and
terrain. As mentioned, the detail statistical characteristics of DSD measured in the SCS
were analyzed using observations from the OTT Parsivel2. The DSD in the SCS showed a
lower raindrop concentration and a much greater drop size compared with the southern
Indian Ocean and western Pacific Ocean.

However, the number concentration of small drops is important for the numerical
modeling of collision and coalescence processes in rainfall microphysics, since it has been
shown that collision energy that leads to raindrop oscillation is greatest when larger drops
collide with much smaller drops. Small-sized drop concentration is also important for the
determination of the shape parameter in the popular gamma model of the DSD. Besides
sample size issues discussed in the previous section, the primary sources of error in the DSD
measurements result from the under sampling of small drops and calibration errors. Previ-
ous studies have suggested that disdrometers, such as Parsivel, 2DVD and JWD, do not
capture small drops, which tend not to accurately measure the complete DSD. Instrumental
errors in measurements of small drops are common and affect rainfall properties. Accurate
and complete measurements of the DSD are important for many studies. An increasing
number of efforts are focusing on investigating the DSD characteristics of stratiform or
light rain, aiming to accurately measure the complete DSD. Abel et al. [54] compared
the variety of cloud types and rainfall rate, and their study found that the exponential
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distribution with variable intercept and slope parameters better described the precipitation
DSD on the range of scales from light drizzle to heavy rainfall. Raupach et al. [2] used the
double-moment DSD normalization method to better measure DSD spectra and reduce the
bias on low-order moments. Testud et al. [55] found that the normalized shapes of the DSD
have significant stability on oceanic and warm clouds.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, the statistical characteristics of DSD during summer monsoon season
over the SCS were discussed using one-month (June) observations collected by the OTT-2
Parsivel2 disdrometer aboard the scientific research vessel Shenkuo. A total of 183 min of
DSD data were selected for this study. Three indexes, i.e., mean, standard deviation (SD)
and skewness (SK), were used to analyze the characteristics of the mass-weighted mean
diameter (Dm) and normalized intercept parameter (log10 Nw) for the rainfall. The major
conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows:

(1) The SCS sees a high-frequency occurrence of rainy day, while light daily rainfall is
more prevalent during the summer monsoon period.

(2) The diurnal variation of DSD is less pronounced in the SCS, likely due to few convec-
tive activities over the open ocean.

(3) The Dm histograms of all datasets show a positive skewedness, whereas the log10 Nw
histograms are negatively skewed. Meanwhile, there is a high variability in Dm and
log10 Nw for the raindrop observations.

(4) Classification of SCS rainfall into stratiform and light precipitation found a lower drop
concentration than other regions. The SCS’s stratiform precipitation Dm is similar to
the continental convective Dm of Bringi et al. [16].

(5) Medium and large-sized drops existed in the stratiform precipitation, which is poten-
tially affected by the dominant cold rain process during the monsoon season over the
SCS.

(6) The µ-Λ relationship derived from a truncated moment method over the SCS is simi-
lar to that in northern and eastern China, and raindrops over the SCS have smaller
Dm values than those in Florida. The rainfall over the SCS primarily composed of
stratiform and light precipitation, with a relatively higher concentration of large rain-
drops in stratiform precipitation compared with other regions. This study attempts
to investigate the microphysical characteristics of DSD in the SCS. Given the short
observation time, the results of this study are still-limited to the precipitation samples
and do not cover the entire SCS. The characteristics of DSD in the SCS could serve
as a reference for measuring the small-sized drops and improving the algorithm of
precipitation in NASA GPM in the open ocean. Further research will focus on the
deep investigation of convective rain type over the SCS. More work is underway to
prepare for a new field campaign in the coming scientific expedition over the SCS
in the summer of 2021, and a further understanding of the DSD characteristics over
China is expected in the near future.
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